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Abstract 
In the recent study a remarkable portion of the imperative moods applied by English speakers are investigated to 
search ,find and introduce various grammatical frames conveying the imperative moods. All the probable methods 
such as analyzing the paraphrases and equivalents which can play the imperative role are surveyed in order to reveal 
new dimensions of the imperative moods of English language. Different structures such as Noun clause imperative, 
Indirect imperative, Third person Imperative, Interrogative imperative etc. are the various structures can have a sort 
of imperative meaning. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 
 
An imperative mood points someone causes an action to be performed by herself/himself or someone else to do 
something according to regulation, law, logic, religion, etc. but it‟s not clear whether it will be done or not. In other 
words, in an imperative mood an addressee, doer, or subject commits to perform an action based on addressor‟s 
request, proposal, order, advice or emphasis, or what he is expected to fulfil. These are a variety of the imperative 
frames applied in past , present or future tense. 
In other words, it is quite clear that imperative mood may appear at any time and in any structure and any human 
agent may have someone do something or tend to do it. As a result, the undeniable fact is that an imperative mood 
may happen in many cases and it is due to the nature of imperative. 
 
2. Method 
 
This study applies the descriptive method, analysing the texts, books, novels, English speakers: daily conversation 
which are mostly current in hospitals, offices, restaurants, shops and so on. What English speakers use in their 
speech to show the imperative concept compared with their prescriptive function and also what English writers use 
in their works to mean imperative moods can helpfully guides us to toward collecting a practical rainbow of the 
imperative moods. 
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3. Results 
 
The fact that various structures in English may be pregnant with imperative concept is derived from the various 
utility of English grammatical structures and the syntactic complexity existing among them. 
 
4. Discussion 
  
Some distinguished imperative structures are as follow: 
4-1. Direct imperative structure; in which an addressor directly ask someone to do something in      
present tense. 
a: Without mentioning the addressee. 
e.g.: Play Piano, please! 
e.g.: Set the table soon! 
b: Mentioning the addressee. 
e.g.: You answer the question, Sally! 
e.g.: You fasten your big mouth! 
 
4-2. Noun clause imperative; in which a noun clause plays the role of the imperative mood and   
the verb is missing and usually in present tense. 
e.g.: Right then left! (Turn right then turn left!) 
e.g.: A bit vinegar, please! (Pour a bit vinegar for me, please!) 
 
4-3. Adjective clause imperative; in which an adjective clause plays the role of the imperative   
mood missing the verb and usually in present tense. 
e.g.: Full of almond, please! (Buy an ice-cream full of almond for me, please!) 
 
4-4. Adverbial clause imperative; in which an adverbial clause replaces the imperative verb  
missing the verb and almost always in present time. 
e.g.: More slowly, please! (Drive more slowly, please!) 
e.g.: Here beside me, John! (Sit down here beside me, John!) 
 
4-5. Impossible imperative; in which the suitable opportunity for performing something is lost  
and there is no time to treat it .In this case the addressor or advisor appears to apply the  
structure of past perfect tense to show pessimistically the time of doing the very action is over  
and the addressee may seldom compensate it. 
e.g.: You must have passed the exam. 
Having compared this structure and the following instances, we can find out why the above- 
mentioned structure is assumed to be an imperative form. 
a. Pass the exam! (Direct imperative) 
b. You pass the exam! (Mentioned addressee) 
c. You must pass the exam! (Emphatic imperative!) 
In fact, the ordering person remarks his / her failed or undone order / advise and wishes the  
addressee to have done it on time. 
e.g.: You must have taken your pills regularly! 
e.g.: You must have killed the murderer after his first crime! 
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4-6. Indirect imperative; in which the ordering person / addressor / advisor indirectly have  
someone do something. 
e.g.: He begged you to leave here now. 
e.g.: The commander asks you to set him in jail. 
 
4-7. Quotation imperative; in which there is some indirect sort of imperative structure and it is  
formed from direct and indirect speech. 
e.g.: He told them to finish quarrelling! (Indirect quotation imperative ) 
He said to them, “Finish quarrelling!”(Direct quotation imperative) 
e.g.: I tell you to forget naughty friends! ( indirect quotation imperative) 
I say to you “Forget your naughty friends! (Direct quotation imperative) 
 
4-8. Third person imperative; in which the addressee is third person whether singular or plural.  
Hence, it is considered as a kind of indirect imperative. 
e.g.: The students pick up their sheets and start. (plural third person) 
e.g.: Dear visitors leave the museum before 12 o‟clock. (plural third person) 
e.g.: Someone answer the phone! (singular third person) 
e.g.: Just Alice tell the truth! (singular third person) 
 
4-9. Emphatic imperative; in which the necessity of doing something is emphasized. 
a. Applying “do” before the imperative verb. 
e.g.: Do kill them all ! 
e.g.: Do jut down the truth for the police! 
b. Putting stress or the word just before the same word which the addressor determines to  
emphasize whether it is noun, adverb, adjective, preposition, object or the verb itself. In this  
type of imperative structure, the emphatic part of the sentence is distinguished from the rest and  
remained. For this reason this kind of imperative structure is missing some part of the sentence  
as presupposition which is rarely seen in written works. 
e.g.: Exactly „here! [Put the money exactly here!] (adverb is emphasized) 
e.g.: A „blue one. [Give me a „blue skirt!] (adjective is emphasized) 
e.g.: „Do it! (verb is emphasized) 
e.g.: Just „tell me his name! [Don‟t do anything else except telling me his name!] (verb is  
emphasized) 
c. Placing “must” , “ought to”, etc. before the verb. 
e.g.: Dear visitors ought to leave the museum before 12 o‟clock! (verb is emphasized) 
e.g.: Dear visitors leave the museum before 12 o‟clock! (above-mentioned instance for “third  
person imperative”) 
e.g.: The patient take the pills on time and regularly for three days! 
e.g.: The patient must take the pills on time and regularly for three days! (verb is emphasized) 
d. Taking advantage of the emphatic shadow of some verbs such as  
“order”, “beg”, “ask”, “want”, etc. which can create some sort of emphasis in the imperative  
structures. 
e.g.: “Go and wash the car before 5  p.m.” ! , Sir Thomas ordered him. 
e.g.: I beg you to save my little baby‟s life. 
e.g.: I ask you to give back my money otherwise… . 
 
4-10. Courteous & emphatic imperative; in which the addressor /orderer applies “Will you” ,  
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“Will you be kind enough” & etc. at the beginning of the sentence or puts “Please” at the end of  
the imperative structure to show not only the courtesy but also his/her emphasis. 
e.g.: Will you shut your big mouth! 
e.g.: Turn the T.V. off, please! 
e.g.: Will you be kind enough and leave me alone! 
It goes without saying that the more stress we put on the above-mentioned expressions the more  
emphasis we surely attach to the imperative mood. 
 
4-11. Interrogative-imperative structure; which is mostly applied in daily conversations and  
rarely used in written entries and documents. The afore-mentioned structure vividly suggests an  
imperative mood carrying blame. 
e.g.: Why don‟t you go to a doctor! / Why not going to a doctor! 
e.g.: Why don‟t we inform the police! / Why not informing the police! 
e.g.: Why don‟t you tell the truth! / Why not telling the truth! 
There are some interrogatives such as “what” and “why” used with verbs such as “wait” ,  
“look for”, “amaze”, etc. that suggest the addressor‟s surprise and also his proposal to the  
addressee in the form of imperative mood. 
e.g.: What are you looking at! (Do something instead of looking at.) 
Shout!/Ring the police! (for instance) 
e.g.: Why are you standing here! (Do something instead of standing here!) 
Hurry up! / call your mother ! (for instance) 
e.g.: What are you waiting for! ( Do something instead of waiting for!) 
 
4-12. Dummy imperative mood; which apparently do not have the common imperative   
structure but remarkably transfer the imperative concept. Imperative-like expressions such as  
“excuse me!” , “Will you ,please!” “May I?” “ a moment” and so forth simply make the  
addressee understand what the addressor/ the ordering person means specially in the oral  
culture rather than literary culture. 
e.g.: Excuse me! (Addressing the waitress to bring the menu, for example.) 
e.g.: A moment, please! (Addressing a clerk to came and say the price, for example) 
e.g.: Hi, Taxi! (Addressing a taxi driver to lift you, for example) 
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